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The biomimetic growth of fluorapatite in gelatin matrices at dendrimers. A second growth stage around the closed
spheres of the first stage is characterized by the formation ofambient temperature (double-diffusion technique) starts with

elongated hexagonal-prismatic seeds followed by self-similar concentric shells consisting of elongated prismatic
fluorapatite units with nearly parallel orientation (maximumbranching (fractal growth) and ends up with anisotropic

spherical aggregates. The chemical system fluorapatite/ diameter of the complete core/shell spheres of 1 mm). The
specific structure of the core/shell assembly is similar to thegelatin is closely related to in vivo conditions for bone or

tooth formation and is well suited to a detailed investigation dentin/enamel structure in teeth. Together with the idea of
the biological significance of electric fields (pyro-,of the formation of an inorganic solid with complex

morphology (morphogenesis). The fractal stage of the piezoelectricity) during apatite formation under in vivo or
biomimetic conditions the present paper considers themorphogenesis leads to the formation of closed spheres with

diameters of up to 150 µm. The self-assembled hierarchical composite character of the material and the mechanisms of
fractal growth (branching criteria and architecture, thegrowth thereby shows immediate parallels to the topological

branching criteria of the macromolecular starburst influence of intrinsic electric fields etc.).
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also shown in a recent paper[7] which, in fact, supports the1. Introduction
idea that “uniform electric fields, rather than the localized

The basic principles of biomimetic growth of inorganic charges usually cited, may determine the sites of crystal nu-
solids[1] [2] include distinct cooperative phenomena between cleation and overgrowth.”[8]

organic and inorganic components. The complex systems This paper now makes a careful attempt at a first ap-
assume control of the processes of self-organization, self- proach to the interpretation of the following phenomeno-
similarity, hierarchical arrangements, shape-formation logical observations:
(form-selectivity) and transcription of informations from

• First growth stage: Fractal growth (branching criteria andthe microscopic level to the macroscopic range. In cases
architecture, see Section 2).where the time scale of the biomimetic morphogenesis of

• Second growth stage: Core/shell assemblies (formation ofan inorganic material is similar to that in biological systems,
concentric shells around the closed spheres of the firstthe development of specific shapes and morphologies can
stage, see Section 3).be systematically investigated from the nucleation to the fi-

• Composite character of the material (see Section 5).nal stage.
• Formation of hollow spheres by “decalcification” of theIn a recent paper[3] the biomimetic growth and self-as-

composite aggregates (see Section 5).sembly of fluorapatite spheroids by double diffusion in de-
• Reorganization of denatured collagen (gelatin) duringnatured collagen matrices (gelatin) at 25°C was described

morphogenesis (see Section 5).phenomenologically. The morphogenesis begins with elon-
The specific peculiarities of the chemical system undergated hexagonal-prismatic seeds. Progressive stages of self-

investigation are caused by numerous preceding stages ofassembled (noncrystallographic) upgrowths of needle-
selection during evolution. This criterion should be kept inshaped prisms at both ends of the seed lead to dumbbell-
mind when studying and assessing the observations andshaped aggregates, which complete their shapes by success-
models given in the present paper. It should also be notedive branchings to end up with spheres that are notched to
at this point that the formation of morphologies similar toa greater or lesser extent. A selected sequence of scanning
that of dumbbell-shaped aggregates or peanut-type par-electron microscopy (SEM) pictures representing the mor-
ticles, which are found in various chemical systems underphogenesis from a needlelike seed to a spherocrystal is
various chemical growth conditions, [9] are not necessarilyshown in Figure 1. [3] [4] The surface of a just closed sphere
generated by the same mechanism of morphogenesis.also consists of (small) needlelike units following the gen-

eral principles of self-similarity.
An investigation of numerous SEM pictures at various

stages of the morphogenesis has already led to a fractal mo- 2. Fractal Growth and Architecture
del for the formation of the (anisotropic) fluorapatite
spheres. [3] [4] Furthermore, according to the previously pos- The growth of anisotropic fluorapatite spheres[3] [4] by
tulated hypothesis, the fractal branching of successive gen- double diffusion in denatured collagen matrices (gelatin) be-
erations and the overall symmetry of the self-assembled ag- gins with elongated hexagonal-prismatic seeds up to 30 µm
gregates may be considered as consequences of intrinsic in length (critical ratio length/diameter ø 5:1). Progressive
electric fields, which take over control of the growth of the stages of self-assembled (noncrystallographic) upgrowths of
aggregates. [3] [4] This interpretation of the specific morpho- needle-shaped prisms at both ends of the seed (fractal
genesis of the fluorapatite aggregates is broadly based on branching) lead to dumbbell-shaped aggregates (Figure 1)
natural phenomena concerning the biological significance which complete their shapes by successive and self-similar
of piezoelectricity, [5] as well as on observations concerning upgrowths to give notched spheres after about the 10th
the pyroelectric effect in bone. [6] In addition, the influence fractal generation. The morphogenesis from a needle-
of electric polarization on acceleration and deceleration of shaped seed of about 10 µm in length to a spherocrystal of
bonelike crystal growth on hydroxyapatite ceramics was about 60 µm in diameter takes approximately one week.

The fractal growth and architecture is controlled by two
noncrystallographic parameters, which were derived from
SEM images at different growth stages: i) the maximum ap-

[a] Eduard-Zintl-Institut der Technischen Universität, erture angle between the long axis of the seed and the
Hochschulstraße 10, D-64289 Darmstadt, Germany needle-axes of the units of the following generation is 45 ±[b] Henkel KGaA, TTR-Anorganische Chemie,
Henkelstraße 67, D-40191 Düsseldorf, Germany (5)°; ii) subsequent generations scale down in their lengths

[c] Max-Planck-Institut für Polymerforschung, by a factor of ø 0.7. Based on these two limiting conditions
Ackermannweg 10, D-55128 Mainz, Germany

the fractal model [10] of a just closed sphere is shown in Fig-[d] Institut für Angewandte Physik der Technischen Universität,
Schloßgartenstraße 7, D-64289 Darmstadt, Germany ure 2 (2D-simulation with the umbrella-tree model; crossing

[e] Fachgebiet Theorie Elektromagnetischer Felder der Technischen of individual crystals suppressed). The simulated surface ofUniversität,
the spherocrystal consists of very small needlelike units, anSchloßgartenstraße 8, D-64289 Darmstadt, Germany

[°] New address: observation which is consistent with the SEM images (mean
Max-Planck-Institut für Chemische Physik fester Stoffe (im diameter < 0.1 µm for the surface prisms of a just closedVEM Sachsenwerk),
Pirnaer Landstraße 176, D-01257 Dresden, Germany sphere). Inside the spherocrystal a torus-shaped cavity is
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Figure 1. Selected sequence of SEM images of progressive stages of self-assembled (hierarchical) growth of fluorapatite aggregates (mor-
phogenesis): from an elongated hexagonal-prismatic seed (top left) through dumbbell shapes to spheres; the surface of a just closed sphere
also consists of needlelike units (bottom right) following the general principles of self-similarity
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formed around the elongated seed. A similar architecture is
generated by the geometrical model of a splitting needle at
constant growth rate and constant splitting rate. [11]

Selected stages of the morphogenesis (SEM images), to-
gether with more detailed 3D-simulations, [12] are shown in
Figure 3. SEM images of fragments of a spherocrystal are
given in Figure 4 and agree very well with the fractal model
(Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4b). The fragments were pro-
duced by breaking spherocrystals perpendicular (Figure 4a)
and parallel (in plane; Figure 4d) to the long seed axis. The
seed position within a spherocrystal is clearly seen in the
centre of the hemisphere (Figure 4a, simulation: Figure 4b).
The hexagonal cross-section of the seed and the channel
surrounding the seed are shown in Figure 4c. It is interest-
ing to note that the cleavage area of the elongated hexag-Figure 2. 2D-simulation of a just closed fluorapatite spheroaggre-

gate; fractal model (seed plus 10 generations) assuming a fourfold onal-prismatic seed is characterized by a radial structure
splitting in each generation (in fact, orders of noncrystallographic starting from the middle, an observation which is in agree-branching can be higher); maximum opening angle 48°, scale down

ment with the idea of nucleation by cylindrical preorien-factor 0.7; crossing of individuals is suppressed by particular rules
following real growth conditions: i. all individuals have the same tation of macromolecular units (“liquid crystal seed”). [13]

growing speed; ii. members of higher generations are suppressed, Figure 4d shows an inner-sphere cross-section parallel toif they cross members of a lower generation; iii. if members of the
same generation reach the crossing point at the same time, it is a the long seed axis; the two holes represent the torus-shaped
random decision which one is deleted; if crossing is “nonsymme- cavity around the elongated seed between. The complex but
tric”, the individual reaching the crossing point first is favoured; iv.

symmetric structure of growth (mirror plane perpendicularto simulate diffusion-inhibition inside the growing dumbbell area
all individuals with an angle greater than 160° relative to the seed to the long seed axis and through the holes) corresponds to
are deleted the fractal model given in Figures 224 and will be discussed

in more detail later together with the idea of permanent

Figure 3. Selected stages of the fractal morphogenesis (SEM images) together with 3D-simulations (from top left anticlockwise: seed,
seed 1 2, 1 3 and 1 4 generations)
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Figure 4. SEM images of specific fragments of a spheroaggregate (fractal model in Figures 2 and 3). a: Hemisphere broken perpendicular
to the long seed axis; b: 3D-simulation[12] of situation a (seed 1 4 generations); c: Hexagonal shaped cross-section of the seed and
surrounding channel; d: Inner-sphere cross-section parallel (in plane) to the long seed axis

dipoles and their influence on morphogenesis. Here, only a
brief comment is given concerning the inner architecture of
the spherocrystal (Figure 4d) and the distribution of electric
field lines around a given permanent dipole. This situation
is demonstrated in Figure 5, in which the growth-orien-
tation within a spherocrystal (section parallel/in plane to
the seed) shows a remarkable correspondence to the orien-
tation of electric field lines around a permanent dipole.

3. Core/Shell Assemblies

After the spherocrystals have closed, this special kind of
fractal morphogenesis no longer applies and a second, more Figure 5. SEM image of a bisectioned spherocrystal broken parallel
conventional, growth mechanism by the formation of con- (in plane) to the long seed axis (Figure 4d) combined with the cal-

culated shape of electric field lines around a permanent dipole (fieldcentric shells [14] of fluorapatite around the core follows
lines reduced to only one half of the complete area)(Figure 6). The shells are built of needle-shaped rods ori-

ented perpendicular to the core-surface and nearly parallel
to each other (radial growth). Obviously, the small needle-
shaped prisms of the last generation of the fractal core act the core and shell assemblies bear a strong resemblance to

the complex organisation of teeth (dentin- and enamel). [15]as nucleation centers for the growing shell. The core/shell
interface represents a sphere of decreased stability against Bundles of needles are combined in bigger assemblies in the

same way as the small prisms in enamel are aggregated tothermal and/or mechanical treatment. In fact, the core is
easily removed from the shell (Figure 6). Simultaneously, enamel rods (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. SEM image: Section of a shell area and the surface of a
core/shell assembly

noncrystallographic (fractal) splitting of crystal generations
and for the overall symmetry (C`h) of the self-assembled
core aggregates. The basic premise in this hypothesis is the
presence of intrinsic electric fields which take over control
of the growth of the aggregates. This means that the individ-
ual “crystals” (actually composite units, see below) 2 the
seeds as well as individuals of the following generations 2
contain a permanent dipole, an assumption which is con-
sistent with observations on the biological significance of
electric fields (pyro-, piezoelectricity) during apatite forma-
tion under in vivo or biomimetic conditions.[528] The po-
larity of collagen and the structural peculiarity of the apa-Figure 6. SEM images of a core/shell assembly. a: Shell partly re-
tite family, varying between centrosymmetric and acentricmoved, free core; b: Core removed from the shell
distribution of the X-species {Ca5(X)[PO4]3, X 5 F, Cl,
OH}[16] support these ideas. We should also bear in mind4. Intrinsic Electric Fields
the extremely mild biomimetic growth conditions, which
should favour a high degree of order of the atomic arrange-Coming back to the core spherocrystal and its architec-

ture, the essential task is to find an interpretation for the ments 2 partial substitution of F2 by OH2 causes an

Figure 8. Two-dimensional, logarithmic representation of the distribution of the electric field strengths around an elongated permanent
dipole (seed). Elementary dipoles (blue/green graphs 5 charges 1/2; staggered arrangement along the horizontal direction) represent the
seed within the coloured area; calculation using the MAFIA program.[19]

Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 1999, 1643216531648
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asymmetric displacement of the X-species from their “nor-
mal” positions (mirror planes) [17] causing a possible re-
duction of symmetry from the centrosymmetric point group
6/m to the pyroelectric point group 6. Finally, the polar
organic component and the inorganic material may act to-
gether in the sense of an ordered composite structure, which
then gives rise to the formation of a strong (intrinsic) per-
manent dipole. In this context it is important to note that in
vivo nucleation and growth of apatite nanocrystals within a
collagen fibril structure leads to an ordered composite sys-
tem with the c axes of the apatite particles oriented parallel
to the long axes of the collagen fibrils. [18]

The distribution of the electric field strength around an
elongated seed with a permanent dipole (simulation by a
set of elementary dipoles; staggered arrangement) was cal-
culated using the MAFIA program[19] and is shown in Fig-
ure 8 as a coloured chart of the intensity of the dipole field.
Because the field strength is higher at the poles than be-
tween them, a bonelike shape results with the maximum
field intensities at the edges. The bonelike extension of areas
of stronger field strengths starting from the edges of the
seed (red/orange in Figure 8) corresponds directly to the
self-assembled upgrowths at both ends of the seeds (fractal
branching) during progressive growth of the fluorapatite ag-
gregates. Even the maximum aperture angle between the
long axis of the seed and the needle axes of prisms of the
following generation of about ± 45(5)° is in agreement with
the general direction of the extension of higher field
strengths around the elongated permanent dipole.

A two-dimensional simulation of the morphogenesis of
the overall orientation of electric field lines around a grow-
ing spherocrystal is shown in Figure 9 [Permanent dipoles
and fractal branching: seed (a); seed 1 2 generations (b);
seed 1 3 generations (c)]. These diagrams give an im-
pression of the possible interactions between the intrinsic
electric fields, the charged or polar components in solution,
and the growing aggregate within the gelatin matrix. The
following points seem to be of significance and, in principle,
are consistent with the observed morphogenesis of the frac-
tal solid: i) the transport of ions from the solution to the
growing seed (aggregate) and the reorientation of polar or-
ganic molecules are influenced by the strength and direction
of the electric fields; ii) electric field lines with an orien-
tation between “parallel and perpendicular” to the seed
(to the individuals on top of the growing surface of the
spherocrystal) do not contribute to a preferred growth rate;
iii) the lack of preferred orientation of the electric field lines
inside the growing spherocrystal causes reduced

Figure 9. Two-dimensional calculation of the morphogenesis of thegrowthrates within this area and formation of the torus-
overall orientation of electric field lines around a growing sphero-

shaped cavity. crystal; every permanent dipole is represented by a combination of
two circles (black/grey circles 5 charges 1/2). a: seed; b: seed 1 2Experimental indications for the significance of intrinsic
generations; c: seed 1 3 generations; arrows show the directions ofelectric fields, which assume control of the growth of the the electric field lines; no distinction is made for field strengths (see

fractal spherocrystals, were obtained by using a modified Figure 8)
growth-chamber (Figure 10) including an external electric
field of 5000 V/1.4 cm (D.C. conditions). The idea was to
influence fractal branching of the growing aggregates, and, predominantly affected by the external field (Figure 11). In-

stead of similarly shaped polyhedra with definite prism andin fact, splitting of the seeds (area of high field strengths at
the edges of an elongated permanent dipole, Figure 8) is basal planes, the upgrowing generation under an external

Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 1999, 164321653 1649
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Figure 10. Modified growth chamber (double diffusion technique)
including the facility for application of an external electric field

Figure 11. SEM images of fluorapatite seeds together with the first(5000 V/1.4 cm; D. C. conditions); the electrodes are placed on op-
upgrowing generation. a: without external field. b: with appliedposite sites of the horizontal glass tube which contains the gelatin
external field (5000 V/1.4 cm)plug; to prevent contact with moisture the electric circuit is pro-

tected by an outer glass envelope; the equipment is suitable for use
in thermostats operating with water

field is characterized by sharpened and bent faces. More-
over, the growing rate of fluorapatite aggregates is signifi-
cantly diminished by using an external field.

If the spherocrystals (fluorapatite-gelatin composites, see
below) represent solid aggregates containing a permanent
dipole, a pyroelectric effect similar to that observed in bone
and other collagen-containing materials [6] should be ex-
pected. We therefore developed an experimental setup for
measuring the pyroelectric effect of small aggregates (down
to 100 µm in size). [20] The sensitivity of the equipment is
already suitable for determining the pyroelectric coefficient
of small particles of tourmaline (4.3 3 10210 coul.

Figure 12. Orientation of fluorapatite spherocrystals exposed to ancm22°C21); however, the expected order of about
external high-voltage field of 5 kV/cm (horizontal field); max.

224 3 10213 coul. cm22°C21 for bonelike materials [6] has sphere-diameter: 400 µm
not yet been attained. On the other hand, we were able to
get an experimental indication for the presence of a perma-
nent dipole in the spherocrystals by placing them in a high-
voltage field between two condenser plates. As shown in elongated seeds of the spheres (in a direction perpendicular

to the equatorial grooves) are in a parallel arrangement, aFigure 12 an applied voltage of 5 kV/cm leads to chainlike
arrangements of the spherocrystals. The spherocrystals picture which is consistent with the expected orientation of

rod-shaped permanent dipoles between condenser plates.within the chains are mainly oriented in such a way that the

Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 1999, 1643216531650
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the first stage of the dissolution process the seed within the5. Composite Character, Hollow Spheres and
core is only weakly affected; the later generations of theReorganization of Denatured Collagen during
fractal core spherocrystal are obviously dissolved first (a).Morphogenesis
After the core has been completely dissolved the attack of

The experimental indications for the presence of perma- the solvent extends to the shell structure and the dissolution
nent dipoles and intrinsic electric fields are one of the progresses leading to a decrease of the wall thickness and
specific characteristics of the spherocrystals and their mor- an increase of the cavity area (b-d). Decreasing thickness of
phogenesis. The second essential point is to gain further the “inorganic wall” is consistent with increasing elasticity
insight into the composite-nature of the spherocrystals. As of the spheres in solution; the consistency of the completely
already shown by thermogravimetry, [3] [4] the biomimet- “decalcified” and translucent spheres is similar to that of
ically-grown spherocrystals consist of about 95 wt.-% fluor- jellyfish. The early stages of the dissolution process of the
apatite and about 5 wt.-% organic material and water. A fluorapatite core/shell assemblies show close similarities to
similar ratio of inorganic and organic material is found for the early effects of caries: [22] while the surface of a tooth
human enamel. [21] The composite structure of the sphero- might still be intact, a cavity is formed in the underlying
crystals is also reflected by dissolution processes in EDTA parts. This mechanism occurs in hydroxyapatite-containing
(0.25 , pH 5 7) as solvent for the inorganic component. teeth as well as in shark teeth (fluorapatite), as was shown
Two main observations have been made on treatment of by an in vitro study of simulated caries attacks. [23] It was
fluorapatite spheres with a neutral EDTA solution at 25°C; also supposed[24] that the decomposition products of bac-
they concern firstly the dissolution of the fluorapatite teria and their complexing properties are responsible for
spheres and secondly the structural correlation between caries. In the course of these investigations[24] caries-like le-
apatite and gelatin. sions were obtained by using EDTA as a model reagent.

Figure 13. Dissolution of fluorapatite core/shell assemblies in EDTA as solvent; SEM images of hollow hemispheres broken from spheres
after treatment with EDTA for 24 h (a), 48 h (b), 72 h (c) and 96 h (d); picture (d) represents the two hollow hemispheres of the same
individual; due to shrinking effects during the preparation for SEM investigations (drying) the residual gelatin inside the core loses its
original (biomimetic) structure

The first observation is that the dissolution of core/shell The second major observation concerning the composite
nature of the spherocrystals gives a first answer to the ques-assemblies starts within the core and spreads out to the

shell, thereby running through continuous stages of apatite tion whether there is a structural correlation between apa-
tite and gelatin. Figure 14 shows images (optical micro-hollow-spheres filled with residual gelatin. This situation is

shown in Figure 13, which represents hollow hemispheres scope with crossed polarizers) of closed composite core ag-
gregates (a) and of the jellyfish-like spheres (b) obtainedbroken from spheres at different stages of dissolution. In

Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 1999, 164321653 1651
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after complete dissolution of the apatite component. The forming a dark network. Within this network stripes are

discernible giving the impression of a gelatin structure ori-gelatin spheroids show a significant anisotropic optical be-
haviour (Brewster cross) identical to undissolved spherocys- ented parallel to the longitudinal axes (c axes) of the apatite

crystallites. It is thought that the preparation does nottals but without interference colours because of the lack of
the inorganic material. Hence there is a strong structural change the original gelatin structure of the composite sig-

nificantly and hence it is assumed that the structure visiblecorrelation between the orientation of apatite crystallites
and the gelatin within the composite spheres, indicating in Figure 15 represents the distribution of gelatin within the

composite together with apatite. The combination of thesubstantial reorganization of the macromolecular matrix
within the area of a growing aggregate. Birefringence analy- TEM observations with the results of optical microscopy

leads us to conclude that the stripes (Figure 15) are bundlesses (λ plate) of partially dissolved and broken specimens
show that the directions of the optically denser axes in the of gelatin which are stressed and ordered in a parallel orien-

tation together with areas of crystalline apatite. This meansapatite crystallites (c axes) and the gelatin (chain direction)
coincide, as would be expected if the gelatin was preferen- that the growth of the aggregates is associated with signifi-

cant interactions between apatite and gelatin, which causetially oriented during the process of apatite growth.
a reorientation of gelatin from an irregular (amorphous) to
an ordered (anisotropic) state.

Figure 15. TEM image of an ultrathin section of an apatite/gelatin
composite spherocrystal after treatment with EDTA (partial disso-
lution of the inorganic component, for preparation see text); “A”
represents an area of residual apatite crystallites with their longitu-
dinal axes (c axes) parallel to the bright arrow; the stained gelatin
region “G” shows an overall orientation (black arrow) parallel to
the apatite longitudinal axes

6. Concluding Remarks
Figure 14. Images from a polarization microscope (crossed polari-
zers) of just closed composite spheres (apatite/gelatin; a) and of In summary, the apatite-gelatin system seems to be wellcompletely “decalcified” spheres (gelatin; b); the gelatin spheroids

suited for a wide range of interdisciplinary studies to gain(b) show significant anisotropic behaviour (Brewster-cross) identi-
cal with that of the undissolved spherocrystals (a) but without in- further insight into the principles of the morphogenesis of
terference colours because of the lack of inorganic material (apa- a complex biomimetic material. This story is just beginningtite); sphere diameters between 100 µm and 150 µm

and there are still a lot of questions, as can also be seen in
the title of the present paper!For transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investi-

gations the composite spherocrystals were first separated Before coming to the end of this contribution only one
peculiarity, which may include the key to the deeper under-from the gelatin matrix by pressing them through a screen

and treating them with water. Prior to the dissolution pro- standing of the mechanism of the morphogenesis, should
be emphasized in more detail. Though the seed units ofcess with EDTA the isolated spheres were immediately fixed

with glutardialdehyde and subsequently contrasted with os- the fractal aggregates are formed with a perfect hexagonal-
prismatic habit they do not correspond to a single crystal,mium tetraoxide. The water was then extracted by gradual

exchange with acetone and the spheres embedded in epoxy a fact which is demonstrated by the specific appearance of
the fracture area perpendicular to the seed axis (Figure 16).resin. Ultrathin sections were prepared at low temperature

and subsequently stained with uranyl acetate. In Figure 15 The radial structure of the fracture area indicates that the
nucleation of a hexagonal-prismatic unit starts from a cen-parallel alignments of residual apatite crystallites are visible

within a matrix of embedding material and stained gelatin tral seed which may be formed by fibril-analogous arrange-
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